An Introduction to Mr. Ma

Ma Bingjian, known in my circle of timer-framing enthusiasts as Mr. Ma, is one
of the best- known architects and writers in the field of traditional Chinese
architecture. He has designed and overseen the construction of major projects
in China and abroad, and he has written a book “Construction Techniques of
Traditional Chinese Wooden Architecture.” Many other Chinese writers have
plagiarized parts of this book, which I suppose is one form of flattery. He has
also been vice editor of “Traditional Architecture and Gardens” magazine for
many years.

I first traveled with my wife to China in 1998 on a quest to see and study
ancient Chinese temples and palaces. I had read three articles by Prof. Jin
Yuxiang in early issues of Timber Framers News, published by the Timber
Framers Guild. We tried to find Prof. Jin, with no luck, but did see some
gorgeous timber framed structures.
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In 2001 we repeated our quest to China, and by a bit of luck we met Prof. Jin,
who invited us to dinner with another guest, Mr. Ma. While sipping tea poured
from long-spouted teapots, we talked about architecture. Mr. Ma first learned
about construction as a carpenter’s assistant in Beijing. One project was the
rebuilding of the famous Tiananmen gate in Beijing. So Mr. Ma and I shared
hands on building experience. He was very helpful in showing us various
construction sites in Beijing. We climbed scaﬀolding, looked at ink layout lines
and handled tools and admired shaped beams and curved roofs.

We visited Mr. Ma and temples again in 2008. With the encouragement of Wil
Beemer of the Timber Framers Guild, my wife and I arranged a Guild tour of
China in 2010. Our group of 25 people traveled. Mr. Ma took us behind the
scenes into restricted areas of the Forbidden City to see construction and
restoration work in progress. He also took us on a day trip to the Temple of
Solitary Joy in Jixian, again oﬀering us conversation with experts in
construction and restoration of that 800-year old temple. Priceless!

The Guild was also willing to sponsor Mr. Ma for a trip to the States to speak at
the 2010 Western conference in Idaho, where he gave two lectures on Chinese
architecture and we gave a hands-on workshop on how to build a Chinese
bracket set. This bracket set was then sold at the Guild auction to raise funds
for the Guild. Later we gave another workshop in Oakland for more
enthusiastic carpenters eager to learn about one of the unique features of
Chinese architecture.

“A Brief History of Chinese Wooden Architecture: Pits to Palaces, Twigs to
Temples” is my translation of one of Mr. Ma’s two lectures at the Timber
Framers Guild conference.
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